
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The mid-nineties was a superb time for racing fans.  At the local arcades, there was Daytona, Sega Rally, Ridge Racer and 
other, sometimes impressive, imitators.  All these improved tremendously on what came before them.  At home, Screamer did 
a good impression of a Ridge Racer type game on the PC, and lets not forget the enormous progress made by Grand Prix 2.  
Still enormously impressive and quite new, Playstation had Destruction Derby, Need for Speed and of course the massive 
selling, near arcade perfect Ridge Racer.  You would think, looking back, that this was enough to satisfy the needs of gamers.  
Magnetic fields didn’t think so.  After a long break from development they were ready to amaze the world again. 
 
Having left the Amiga behind, on the 26th October 1996, Magnetic Fields released their first PC racing game.  Published on 
CD-ROM, they created Network Q/RAC Rally Championship—reportedly developed within just ten months.  Published 
through Europress, a company previously known for it’s educational titles, they managed to sell 550,000 copies worldwide.  
Not bad for a PC game and one which only Europe would be interested in. 
 
Rally Champ (as it’s known to it’s fans) simulated the British rally through the tree lined roads of Scotland, Wales, Cumbria 
and more.  But it didn’t just add rally cars to a previously defined game genre.  This is the game which actually created the 
rally genre—there were lots of previous rally games, but none managed to give the feeling of high speed slides, jumps, off-
camber corners, changing surface grip etc.  Combine this with full car set-up facility (which for the first time had enormous im-
pact on the car) and car damage, this is how the rally genre continues to this day.   
 
RC was the first game to shout pace notes at the gamer (and from TV commentator/star Tony Mason) and the first game to 
have the cars become increasingly muddy as a stage progresses.  It also took other great ideas and improved them all, enor-
mously.  What a feature list!  Car damage (and limited repair time), weather (fog, lightening, night, rain, snow), working wipers, 
interior views, multiple surfaces per stage, working mirror, smoking tyres, official cars, marshals with luminous jackets, net-
work multiplayer, time trial, opponent cars (6 official cars), and on. 
 
Some games are about stats and a long feature list, but not RC.  It was about tense racing on 25 miles of slippy mud, perfect-
ing corners and time trialing a track hundreds of times until finally your mate agrees you’re unbeatable.  Time trials with a 
buddy was better played on the shorter tracks!     
 
For a ‘non-3dfx’ game, RC was fast and made a very great game on everyday machines— not just the multi-thousand ma-
chines that were available.  Whilst not the best looking game at the time, it certainly held it’s own compared to early Play-
station games.  X-Miles was an ‘add-on’ pack released later for extra tracks.   

WHO’S YOUR 

DADDY? 
 

So is Sega Rally or RC 
the father of the rally 
genre?  
   

Don’t be fooled by 
Sega Rally—It’s an 
arcade game—a great 
one worth many 
pound coins, but for 
defining the genre, 
for hours of play, for 
realism and hair-
raising moments, RC 
is your man. 

A brilliantly implemented head-cam shot; the background would shake 
quite substantially and the it simulated the head movement just right. 

Of the six cars, the Subaru Im-
preza was the best, and a 4x4 
Escort Cosworth a close second.  
The other cars were class B:
Skoda Felicia, Golf Gti, Proton 
Wire and Renault Maxi Megane. 

Below: The Escort Cosworth.  Set the suspension too stiff or low and you’re 
doomed to roll the car—several times.  A good setup was the key to winning. 


